offerings to the deceased, but presents were also received from them via the agency of wills. These documents are especially valuable in that they derive from one of the few circumstances in which such exchanges of items were systematically recorded in writing. Roman law made extensive comments in his study of Abbo"s will as evidence for the seventh century aristocracy of Provence. He wrote that, although "if the form is genuine, the content was probably interpolated... [nevertheless] at most the interpolations may have added certain place names to those actually bequeathed by Abbo" (land, of course, was very much a matter of ongoing concern). 4 There are about twenty texts from before A.D. 750, the authenticity of which is fairly secure. Of these, about one third mention individual "treasure" items such as silver bowls and chalices, while others include bequests of small amounts of gold coin (solidi). The current study will present selected case studies from that material, with the aim of illustrating the early medieval construction of relationships expressed through the publicly witnessed transfer of treasures.
Edward Champlin has made an excellent attempt to re-animate the Roman testament in its social context. Most Romans did not make a will.
The illiterate poor had little to give and less access to the legal processes of the empire. 5 The rich, by contrast, often (but not invariably) had drawn up complex legal agreements of the sort that survive from Merovingian 4 Patrick Geary, Aristocracy in Provence, Monographien zur Geschichte des Mittelalters 31 (Stuttgart, 1985) , p. 31. 5 John Crook, "Intestacy in Roman Society", Proceedings of the Cambridge Philological Society, new ser. 19 (1973), pp. 38-44. Gaul. In the nobles" world of amicitia and other social networks, the will was a public and social act "tempered with a strong sense of duty, mixed with self-esteem". 6 The frequent mention of wills in literary sources such as Pliny"s letters, illustrates how the bequests of notables were a matter of popular interest. The power of the gift was magnified by its public nature.
Constantine adjusted the laws of gift and donation so as to ensure that the legal acts were performed as publicly as possible. 7 Even if the item given was small and worth but a tiny fraction of its owner"s income, its treasured nature (being made of gold, say), ensured that its style was fitting for its elitist ritual context. Such presents were measured against general conventions of decorum. All "treasures" would, of course, pass to a person"s heirs, unless there was made specific provision for legacies of movables. There was clearly the belief that along with a legacy of land, a wife"s personal items, her jewellery, clothes and toiletries, should be The practice of distributing lands primarily among sons was How such social worlds were built up through witnessed promises to
give, and, we can presume, the ensuing transfer of treasures, will now be illustrated by reference to examples of the will texts themselves. The first piece which I wish to introduce, the will of Ermintrude of Paris, has been dated to the early seventh century. 25 The testament, an original copy on papyrus, is untidy, idiosyncratic and with some very obscure vocabulary. (high city official) of Paris. As Nonn has pointed out, she was an important woman and her inscribed finger ring was a significant token.
She was thus communicating both within her family and amongst the high society of her region.
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Perhaps the most famous Merovingian will is that of Remigius, bishop of Rheims, who, according to Gregory of Tours, baptised Clovis.
33
The testament has been the centre of controversy, partly because it is found presented to us in different forms by two later authors. The provisions appear in a rather jumbled order, not as given above. gave them. Besides, the Clovis dish is ordered to be broken up; it is to be made into church plate, not at the request of the king, but of Remigius.
These details would hardly have been inserted by a later writer with the aim of magnifying the position of Clovis. This text contrasts with the situation in Flodoard"s text, where the dish given by Clovis in the Hincmar version is the subject of a localised alteration. The rather dowdy "other silver dish", "aliud argentium vas", becomes made of gold and weighs ten pounds. 47 Added to the chalice to be made with images (imaginatum calicem), there was to be an inscription. 48 One wonders if there was a certain well-known object kept as a relic of the saint, to which this addition referred? As for the presence of the original dish, if it was a gift from the king, it would have been a prominent item for Remigius and his family. By remaking it into church plate it would, appropriately enough, receive its own baptism. The evidence of lists and inventories such as these shows that items of elite culture were collected into vast hoards by those able to do so.
Treasure items circulated between such accumulations in early medieval
Europe in a variety of ways, one of which appears to have been the socially determined individual testamentary gift. Single treasure items, in the context of hoarding, can be seen to have been employed as tokens of admiration, affection, or duty, in a ritual practice based on Roman precedent. There is, however, the important difference that symbolic gift of individual items is strongly focused in the later period toward relatives and saints rather than friends. Since gift was a social and not just a personal act, this may reflect the fact that the "audience" for Merovingian wills was more restricted and the kin more important than was the case in a world of Roman empire-wide networks of amicitia. Classical practice was associated with the maintenance of social correctness. As Veyne has written, the Roman will "was a kind of confession in which social man revealed himself fully and by which he would be judged". 58 This desire had not atrophied in Merovingian Gaul, although societal changes had by then led to changes in the composition of a testator"s polite or emotional obligations. The then importance of the earliest medieval wills to religious houses can be judged from the fact that it has been argued that "most gifts to the church in the fifth century actually came by bequest". aristocracy and the church, each of which desired the favour of the other.
Such was the continuing power and potential of testamentary gift, which early medieval notables exploited in the manner of their own culture to provide public social links in life and in death.
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